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SHORT CV OF THE SUPERVISOR
Cristina Brito is an environmental historian and a researcher at CHAM (Centre for the Humanities) at NOVA FCSH,
Lisbon. She is the coordinator of CHAM's research line in Environmental History and the Sea, the EC H2020-MCSARISE project CONCHA (2018-2021) and of the UNESCO Chair on the Oceans' Cultural Heritage. Her research is
centred in the early modern marine environmental history of the Atlantic, mainly focusing on the Atlantic Islands,
West Coast of Africa, and Central and South America. She addresses the past of marine ecosystems and animal
populations, as well as past human practices and perceptions about the environment. She is also interested in
the relationship between humans and non-humans in a cross-cultural and trans-chronological approach to also
address current day issues of environmental sustainability.
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PROJECT TITLE AND DESCRIPTION
Humanities for the ocean
Emerging research in the humanities is showcasing the value of the ocean, its animals and environments, to
understand interactions between humans and the non-human world across time and cultures. We aim to bring
together scholarship integrating the history of the oceans with different fields of research - environmental,
ethno- and cross-cultural history; arts, literature and ecocriticism, eco-philosophy; conservation, literacy and
policy - allowing for the establishment of this ground-breaking discipline in Portugal.
The Environmental Humanities is a new field of research that will allow discovering new ways to conceptualize
and address these urgent challenges of the environmental crises now confronting the planet. We are also now
witnessing a transition that might be called the “Oceanic Turn” that considers how marine life forms, climate
change and submersion can reorient traditional historical knowledge. This will allow a re-thinking of oceans’
imaginaries and ecologies but also of concepts about the Ocean, Indigeneity and Empire across chronologies and
geographies. Cross-cultural interactions among different maritime and coastal societies; local and global
perceptions about and practices on Nature; concepts of appropriation, exploitation, responsibility and respect
regarding the non-human marine world, are expected to be addressed through a highly interdisciplinary
approach.
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Social Sciences and Humanities (SOC)
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